Please join the Annapolis Anglers Club in supporting the eleventh annual Fall Rockfish Tournament benefitting The EVAN Foundation. www.theevanfoundation.org

**BASIC INFORMATION**

- Anyone can enter (you do not have to be a member of the Annapolis Anglers Club). Enter by using the iAngler Tournament app, by email, by mail, at Marty’s Tackle Shop in Edgewater, the ALLTACKLE Annapolis Store, Island Tackle Outfitters, or at the Annapolis Anglers Club Meetings.
- $100 Donation Entry Fee – All proceeds go to The EVAN Foundation.
- Winners declared by the longest fish entered. Length of fish measured from tip of the nose to the tip of the tail. Longest fish per angler is counted.
- Check in fish by using the iAngler Tournament app, email, or text. (See rules and regulations for details)
- Entry must be received before an eligible fish is caught and checked in. Entry must be received before fish checked in. All catches must be checked in by November 30th.

**AWARDS EVENT • ANNAPOLIS ANGLERS CLUB HOLIDAY PARTY • DECEMBER 14TH**

**PRIZE LIST (IT’S GROWING DAILY)**

- Gift Certificates to ALLTACKLE
- Gift Certificates to Marty’s Tackle Shop
- Gift Certificates to Island Tackle Outfitters
- Youth Prizes
- Gift Basket from BFG Tackle
- Gift cards from Ruth’s Chris Steak House, Best Western, Big Bats Café, Fisherman’s Inn, Hilton Garden Inn, Holiday Inn Express Kent Island and The Narrows
- SMOOVE Products
- Tournament Trophies and Plaques
- The satisfaction of making a difference
PRIZES/TROPHIES WILL BE AWARDED FOR THE LONGEST ROCKFISH IN DESCENDING ORDER

1. The tournament runs from November 1st to November 30th. The entry fee is $100.00. Make checks payable to: The EVAN Foundation or donate on https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=PLNUMTZJL96UL.

2. Fish caught prior to submitting an entry form are ineligible.

3. Tournament entry forms can be submitted via the iAngler Tournament app or to: Kevin Thomas, 303 Dreams Landing Way, Annapolis, MD, 21401, in person at the Annapolis Anglers Club meetings, at Marty’s in Edgewater, AllTackle in Annapolis, or Island Tackle Outfitters on Kent Island.

4. Tournament fish entries can be submitted by via the iAngler Tournament app, emailed to Thoma2KR@gmail.com, or texted to Kevin Thomas at 410-353-1970. All entries must explicitly follow the fish measuring and photo procedures detailed in the iAngler Tournament app to be considered. Entries not following the procedures detailed in the iAngler Tournament app will be disqualified by the tournament’s panel of directors. No exceptions.

5. An entrant can check in as many fish as they like throughout the tournament. There is no requirement to keep or weigh any fish. Entrants are not required to release fish after measurement and photo. Largest fish per person is eligible for a prize.

6. Deadline for fish entry is November 30th.

7. Tournament winners will be determined by the length of fish to the nearest 1/8”. (Tip of nose to tip of tail)

8. Ties will be broken by the date the fish entry is received. (Earliest date wins the tie).

9. Fish must be legally caught in Maryland waters of the Chesapeake Bay (See DNR rules and regulations).

10. Fish caught on a paid charter are not eligible for entry. Fish caught on an entrant’s boat but reeled in by someone else are eligible for entry.

11. For information on tournament standings, contact Kevin Thomas at 410-353-1970 or check the iAngler Tournament app for periodic updates.

12. Any disputes will be resolved at the sole discretion of the Annapolis Anglers Club Tournament Committee.

13. Winners will be announced, and prizes awarded, at the Annapolis Anglers Club Holiday Party on December 14th.

Name:        Email Address:  

Boat Name:      Phone Number:  

Address:  

I can’t participate in the tournament but please accept my donation of $_______ to the EVAN Foundation.

BELOW INFORMATION TO BE COMPLETED BY TOURNAMENT OFFICIAL

Payment: Cash received in the amount of $        or Check #        or PayPal received in the amount of $  

Entered on (Date entry fee was received, or post mark for mail-in entrants):
Important Notice: Any entry into this tournament, whether using the iAngler Tournament app, emailing, text or otherwise checking in a fish MUST USE THE MEASURING AND PHOTO PROCEDURES OUTLINED IN THE iAngler app. Entries not using the iAngler measuring and photo procedure will be disqualified by the panel of directors.

Check in fish at:
- iAngler Tournament app
  (For technical assistance checking in a fish using the iAngler Tournament app, contact David Sikorski at davidsikorski@ccamd.org or 443-621-9186.)
- Or Email to Thoma2KR@gmail.com
- Or Text to Kevin Thomas at 410-353-1970

Tournament Entrant’s Name:

Address:

Phone Number:

Date Caught:

Length of Fish (tip of nose to tip of tail – tail may be pinched):

Photo Must be attached (use the procedure outlined by iAngler):

* CATCH ENTRIES MUST BE SUBMITTED BY NOVEMBER 30TH

Photo must have “EVAN 2022” indicated.
Every year in the U.S., 800 parents are told their child has a deadly pediatric cancer called neuroblastoma. About half are diagnosed with stage IV, high-risk disease and face an unacceptably low chance of survival. Those lucky enough to survive face a lifetime of physical, emotional and developmental challenges due to years of relentless, toxic therapy.

Our son Evan was diagnosed with stage IV neuroblastoma in 2006 at the age of 3. We do not know why our special boy developed this insidious disease. We have no family history of neuroblastoma. In fact, we had never heard of this cowardly cancer until our oncologist gave us the devastating news.

Evan was a loving, happy and creative child with limitless potential. He fought a four year battle that defined courage before passing away at the age of 7 in 2010. In Evan’s memory, we have dedicated ourselves to defeating neuroblastoma.

Incorporated in Maryland as a non-profit organization in 2011, the EVAN Foundation is a leading supporter of neuroblastoma research. In addition, the Foundation sponsors the weekly “Treats & Treasures Carts” on the oncology inpatient floor at Children’s National Hospital (CNH) in Washington, DC. Every Wednesday, we visit all 33 rooms on the floor with two over-stocked carts full of toys, candy, games, stuffed animals, chocolate, books, and other fun items. Patients, parents and siblings all choose what they want at no cost. Since the program started 10 years ago, we have made over 14,000 visits to patients enduring long-and-difficult stays in the hospital. In recent years, the Treats & Treasures Carts Program has expanded to a total of 16 hospitals that care for children with cancer. More than 1,300 children a week are impacted by this program across all sites.

We are incredibly grateful to the Annapolis Anglers Club for their support and sponsorship of the annual EVAN Foundation tournament.

We hope you can join us this year!

With Hope,

Wendy and Gavin Lindberg
Co-Founders
Germantown, MD